
*Done for You 380+ Video Membership with Sales Funnel Integration! Act Now
to Secure Basement Price!*

100% Done for You Plug 'n'
Play Sales Funnel Means You

Can Profit Starting Today...
without Doing Everything

Yourself and Struggling with
the Technical ‘Mumbo Jumbo’...
If you love the idea of selling your OWN product and
becoming a TOP earning affiliate... but are NOT very

'techie' with computers and simply DON'T have the time
to do EVERYTHING yourself... then read every word on

this page carefully...

Click Here to Secure the Newbie Sales Machine
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T he information business is HUGE and has no signs of slowing down. If you're
not capitalizing on this opportunity then you're seriously missing out.

As a valued customer we'd like to present you with a very lucrative reseller opportunity
so you can start selling your own product like us within moments from now...

This is your chance to skip the expensive and laborious product creation costs, get
licensing rights to a fully functional existing internet business... and start selling to your
own customers... sell as many copies as you want... and keep 100% of the profits!

Listen, we know you're no stranger to the idea of making money online...

You've done a bit of research and seen the countless number of opportunities available to
you... and your inbox is being flooded with tons of promotions asking you buy the latest
and greatest shiny new object.

It seems like EVERYONE is some sort of guru... and has the answer for you... and quick
to tell you what to do and what to buy!... One day it's Facebook... another day it's PPC
traffic... another day it's some black hat SEO method... another day it's Instagram... the
next dropshipping... I mean which one do you choose?... who can you trust?... and more
importantly who's telling the truth?...

It all just seems so confusing and even if you do end up buying all those products... the
information overload could leave you no better than when you first started!

The truth is that the only people who are making the REAL money online are the ones
who are sending out those emails and making the sales.

Why else do you think they send out so many emails?...

Why else do you think they spend so much time making their websites look nice?...

It's because selling your own product simply works.

Don't get us wrong... Whilst there is value in educating yourself and using tools and
software to simplify your business... you'll eventually realize that if you want to make
money online then you need to start selling. Period.

But here's the problem why most people fail online...

“You NEED Time... some Serious Technical
Skill and REAL Marketing Intelligence to

Build a Profitable Sales Funnel from Start to
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Finish...”

Note: If watched our recent webinar you'll know how much work that goes into creating a single
product and how much time it took to learn these skills.

There's just so many things to think about... so many things to learn... so many
things to get right.

There's sales video presentations... sales letter writing... image editing... website design...
website coding... payment processors... digital content delivery systems... membership
scripts... product positioning... customer testimonials... and upsells... just to name a few...

And we haven't even got round to actually creating the product yet!...

You still have to record hours of videos, edit them, render them, write reams of content for
your eBooks, create a lead-capture form to build your list... write up a prospect email
campaign to close sales... set up autoresponder automation rules and more...

And that's just setting up one product... let alone multiple products in a sales
funnel!...

Yes you can spend hours watching tutorials, reading every report on the subject, learn the
tools of the trade, play about with software all day long... but eventually you'll have to just
DO IT and create a product that SELLS... day in... day out.

The reality is you may not get it right the first time round... You may not get it right the
second time round... You might have to go through several trial and errors before you
make your first sale.

And that's okay. It's just part of the process you need to go through to succeed.
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But the questions you should be asking yourself are... "How do I skip the trial and error
process?"... "How do I create a product that's guaranteed to sell from day one?"... "How
to I make a full time income online as quickly as possible without having to create dozens
of products or a complicated sales funnel?..."

Well thankfully that's why you're here on this page today...

We've Attracted 1 Million Visitors, Acquired
12,130 Customers & Sold Over $321,199.32
Worth of Products and Services on JVZoo

Alone!
This is YOUR Golden Opportunity to Hook up with the
BIG Players in the Industry & Fully Integrate with our

Proven Multi-Layered Sales Funnel!

Whilst we've sold over $320,000 worth products and services just through JVZoo... the
more important question you should be asking is "What does this have to do with me?"...

Well when it comes to selling online, it's safe to say that we know what we're doing.

We're not here to brag, show off any flashy cars or big houses or to even sell a dream...
You're smarter than that and we don't want to insult your intelligence...

We're here to do business and offer you a very lucrative reseller opportunity that not only
allows you to sell your own product... but earn commissions on EVERY product and
service we sell in EVERY sales funnel on EVERY network.

To make this even possible... you need to be sure of a few things...

...You need to work with people who have real marketing experience and
know what they're doing.

...You need to work with people who can build websites that SELL! - VERY
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important.

...You need to work with people who plan to be in business for years to
come!

Yes you can go it alone... But guess what. It's a difficult path.

There's a tremendous amount of work that goes on in the background to make a site
sell....

There's a tremendous amount of UNSEEN and under-appreciated focus and energy
needed to complete a project through to the end...

There's even tremendous sacrifices you'll need to make your personal life to make this
business work.

And to be honest... internet marketing is NOT for everyone.

However there are legitmate shortcuts you can take RIGHT NOW that will cut the learning
curve, reduce development time and cut costs massively to make everything explained
above even possible!

Introducing...

The Newbie Sales
Machine

“...Your 100% DONE FOR YOU Plug 'n' Play
Membership Site GUARANTEED to Bring in

$19.95 Sales, $37 Upsell PLUS Make
Commissions on Autopilot... Whilst we do ALL
the Technical Backend Sales and Marketing

for You!”
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Click Here to See a Live Preview of Your Internet Business

The Newbie Sales Machine™ is your all-in-one list building, sales and back-end
marketing machine. It solves every problem a marketer needs to overcome in order to
build and maintain an online business.

We took all the BEST elements of online marketing like... a profitable ever-green
niche, slick web design, persuasively written sales letters, animated sales videos, the best
landing page setup, relationship-building email campaigns, effective one-time offer
strategies, robust membership software, count-down timer scripts, plus our most profitable
sales funnel... and poured EVERYTHING into one powerfully orchestrated system that
works seamlessly together.

The end result is the perfect marketing machine that's guaranteed to churn out
profit... even if you're a complete newbie and have NEVER made a sale online before!
Now you can skip months of grueling hard work, save $1000s in professional fees and
jump straight into the action where it matters most... promoting your OWN product with
your OWN name and your OWN payment button and making sales!

The Newbie Sales Machine Gives You All the
Tools, Marketing Strategies and Automated

Systems You Need to Build a Successful
Online Business...

100% Done For You Membership
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You get your own professionally created membership product to sell. You'll be selling
Standard Membership Access for just $19.95 which gives your members access to over
380+ training videos. Once downloaded, you can slap on your payment button, connect it
to you reseller link and sell forever. Every sale is yours to keep.

Why training videos? Because they sell themselves. If you're reading this now then it's
likely that you've purchased training products before. You are living proof that these types
of products do indeed sell. But this time YOU become the seller and keep 100% of the
profits for life.

High Converting Upsell System

You get your own high converting upsell system. As soon as your customer has decided
to make a purchase, our system will redirect them to an upsell for advance training videos
for $37. A well thought out and designed upsell requires an irresistable front-end offer that
positions the upsell as a 'must have too'.

The best part is it's all done for you! No need to design an upsell from scratch. No need to
think about what words to write. No need to create the content. No need to test different
price points. Just continue to sell copies of your membership product and you'll see an
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instant boost in sales.

Powerful Lead Magnet System

The money is truly in the list. A powerful lead magnet system attracts visitors, creates
interest in your free offer, gets them to subscribe and converts them into buyers. With
your sales machine you'll be sending traffic to a highly optimized mobile-responsive
squeeze page, give away free training and follow up with your leads for several months.

No need to design a squeeze page from scratch, no need to create give-away content
and no need to write enticing emails that convince subscribers to buy. With Newbie Sales
Machine it's all done for you.

50x Email Lead Converter

Email marketing is all about connecting to your readers, offering tremendous value for
free and converting your subscribers into raving fans who love receiving emails and
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continue to buy from you again and again. This is how long term income is built - through
quality products and a loyal fanbase.

With Newbie Sales Machine we've done 99% of the work for you. Let the system build
your list for you, connect with your readers and convert them into buyers so you can
spend more time promoting your offer and less time stuck with the creative stuff! We've
added 50 follow-up emails to your package that will do the job! Just add traffic!

Reseller Profit Link Generater

With Newbie Sales Machine you receive you own unique reseller links to provide
membership access for your customers. This link acts as your access link for Standard
and Pro Membership Access and tags your customers with your ClickBank, JVZoo and
Zaxaa ID as they enter the membership. Any products or services your customers
purchases now or in the near future ensures you get credited for the sale without doing
anything else!

We've made it super easy to create your reseller link. Just fill in your profile with your IDs
and generate your reseller links with one click. It's that easy!

One-Click PayPal Button Generator
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Time is money and when you want to get setup fast you need time-saving tools like our a
one-click PayPal button generator.

Simply add your PayPal email into your profile and generate your payment links with one
click. We'll host your payment button for you and redirect your customers through to your
reseller link which will then send them through to the members area. More speed, less
time setup, more time making sales!

Optionally if you want to create your own buttons and use a different network it's no
problem either. Just link to your reseller link and you'll get full integration with our backend
system.

HOT! Back-End Sales Generator

A typical affiliate program only lets you earn commission on one product plus a few
upsells. Great if you're starting out but not so great if you're serious about building a long
term 6-figure per year online business.

We really pushed the boat out on this one to ensure you get credited for every product,
not just in our sales funnel, but on every network we ever sell on including ClickBank,
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JVZoo and Zaxaa.

We've strategically placed behaviour-based login upsells, upgrade buttons, text links and
randomized testimonials throughout the membership to encourage your members to
upgrade. Due to the amount of content in the members area, your members are
guaranteed to log back in on a regular basis and be presented with upgrades every time.
This is the core feature of the Newbie Sales Machine and gives you the ability to earn BIG
passive commissions without lifting a finger!

HOT! Future Launch Sales

Okay so now you're selling a quality membership product of your own, offering upsells,
tagging customers with your reseller link, integrating with our backend offers on every
network and getting commissioned automatically... how else can we improve the system?

Thanks to the tagging system we've developed, you'll be able to earn even more
commissions on new products we develop in the future. This includes evergreen webinar
events, turn-key systems, monthly training programs and more. Every customer you send
through the system has the opportunity to spend thousands of dollars with us through
your referral links.

Whilst you're busy selling membership access to Newbie Lessons, we'll be busy in the
background developing high ticket offers and promoting them to your customers to boost
your earnings. Talk about a partnership!

Expert Postitioning System
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“100% Done For You Membership Means You
Get Started within 5 Minutes from NOW!...

Not in 6 Months... or 1 Year From Now!”
Newbie Sales Machine is a Purposely-Built,

Evergreen Membership Site with FREE
Upgrades for Life to Give You UNLIMITED

Profit Potential!...

A truly great product will sell itself even if the reseller doesn't know the details of the
product. And this is EXACTLY what we've built. A product that sells itself no matter is
selling it.

Whether you've just started your online business and looking for a worthwhile investment,
or have been in the game for years and just want to add another product to your portfolio,
Newbie Sales Machine will position YOU as an authoritative expert.

With Newbie Sales Machine you'll be delivering so much content upfront, we're absolutely
convinced that that a simple banner on your blog or a text link in your forum signature, or
watermark on your video or a call to action on your free reports will attract the right people
and get them to buy. Any newbie who is serious about learning internet marketing will
jump on your offer right away... afterall you've offering 380+ training videos for peanuts!
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“...Powerful & Sophisticated Sales System
Let's You Sell Unlimited Membership
Access for $19.95 and $37 a Piece...

Whilst You Cash in 'Behind the Scenes' on
Our Entire Network of High-Ticket Products &

Services through Zaxaa, JVZoo and
ClickBank!...”
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“As You Continue to Make Sales of Newbie
Lessons... Your Customers are Funneled into
our Highly Profitable Marketing Funnel!...”
Our System Works Hard to Generate $48.50,
$72.75 even $248.50 in a Single Sale... up to

$1,376 in Commissions for YOU!

Sales Machine Empire
(earn up to $200 commission)

The Super Sales Machine Empire empowers entreprenuers with their own network of high
profitable products to sell as their own. As a partner you'll earn 50% on all sales including
3 upsells and 1 monthly recurring offer.
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Super Signup System
(earn up to $100 commission)

The Super Signup System is packed with features that even we use and provides a ready
made list building solution for internet marketers who know the value of having a
responsive mailing list. As a partner you'll earn 50% on all sales including upgrades.

Monthly Membership
(earn up to $100 commission)

My Monthly Membership offers marketers a chance to build their monthly recurring
income with their own multimeda training membership site for internet marketers. As a
partner you'll earn 50% on all sales including upgrades.

Platinum Reseller
(earn up to $100 commission)
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Platinum Reseller is a unqiue turn-key membership system that gives members an
opportunity to start their own reseller business. Based off a best-selling membership site
that has generated over $87.364.00 this offer converts extremely well every time we open
it up to the public. As a partner you'll earn 50% on all sales including upgrades.

Graphics Membership
(earn up to $100 commission)

With a growing number of marketers creating and launching their own products, the need
for quality mini-site graphics was apparant from the start. My Graphics Membership is a
turn-key membership business that allows your customers to sell mini-site templates to
product creators. As a partner you'll earn 50% on all sales including upgrades.

Membership Fire Starter
(earn up to $250 commission)
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“We Send Out Emails Almost Every Day &
Deliver as Much as 200-500 Clicks On

Demand!... Now You Can Cash in on Our
Efforts without Lifting a Finger!”

We're Expert Email Marketers and Have Been Writing
Promo Emails for Over 10 Years. We Know How to
Get the Clicks, How to Pre-sell and More Importantly

Make Sales for YOU.

Membership Fire Starter provides 10 hosted membership sites with a range of fully
customizatable features for your members. A great turn-key solution for beginners and a
perfect 'bolt on' solution for seasoned marketers. As a partner you'll earn 50% on all sales
including upgrades.
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“...NEVER Write a Single Email Again!
Thanks to Our Funnel Fusion and Tagging
Technology, Emails are Sent Out On Your
Behalf so You Earn Commissions on All Our

Product Launches!...”
With Newbie Sales Machine you'll
get the luxury of NEVER having
to write or send out a promotion
email to your subscribers ever
again!

Here's why... As you sell
membership access through your
link, more customers are
assigned to your affiliate ID. This
means as we promote new
products and services to your
customers, YOU will be the one
who receives credit for it! All this
is done silently in the
background.

What does this mean for you?... This means less time writing out emails and promoting
to your list... less time thinking about what other product to sell... and more time making
sales of your membership and building your downline!

Leave all the difficult email marketing to us. We'll convert your members into high
paying clients so we can send commission payments to you.

Having been in the business for over 10 years we know how to do email marketing
RIGHT. We know how to connect with readers, build a responsive list and write promotion
based emails that close sales and get the job done. The end result is more money in your
pocket.

Here are just a few samples of the quality
content-rich emails that we write on a daily

basis on your behalf!...
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RE: Get Instant Access To 380+ 'How To' Internet Marketing Tutorials

If you find yourself jumping around
from one technique to another...
distracted by every new shiny object...
bombarded with information overload...
over-thinking and not actually doing...
limited by the techie stuff...

Then this is for you.

YOUR LINK

Newbie Lessons is your personal digital
library packed with over 380 videos you
can access any time you want.

Inside you'll get instant access to
over 380 tutorials that cover every
aspect of internet marketing
including...

* Web Hosting Tutorials
* cPanel Tutorials
* FTP Tutorials

RE: What is your dream?

It's okay to dream big, to aspire to
want more.

It's perfectly natural and you deserve
it.

In fact the reason you're even reading
this email is because you made a
decision some time ago that you want to
make money online... to ultimately live
a better life.

But here's where most lose themselves...

They don't know how to approach a BIG
dream and break it down into small
manageable tasks that can be measured.

If your goal is to make "one million
dollars online" or to "quit your day
job and go full time online" then you
need a plan that will help you get
there.

A "Winning Mindset" is Your Strongest Weapon!

Let me start by asking you a very serious question. “Do you
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With Newbie Sales Machine You Instantly

expect to win or lose?”

Pretty simple question one would think isn’t it? Stop and think
about it for just a second and come up with your answer.

I find that the language many of my students really are speaking
suggests that when faced with an opportunity of any description,
they don't expect to win. Therefore, by default, they are
setting themselves up to lose.

Here is an example of what I hear when I start one of my first
coaching calls with students that just bought one of my
products, or a competitor’s product I may have recommended:
“Well, we will see how this product does for me. The last thing
I did didn’t get me any results at all, so I am hoping that I am
not getting myself in the same situation.”

Does this sound like someone that really is ready to do whatever
it takes to make this new product really work? Or does it
suggest they really do not expect any different result than what
they experienced with the last product?

Why New Products Fail

If your product fails to sell then your product differentiation
and your positioning of the product are very weak.

I'll tell you right now. There's nothing worse than sinking 6 or
12 months into creating a product that no one wants to buy. I've
done it before. And it stinks. It 100% stinks.

If you are not going to take the time to do proper research to
ensure that your product is positioned well in the minds of your
target market you are just plain and simple going to fail.
Unless you really get lucky!

Most people are in such a big hurry to get their product out to
the marketplace that they don’t even stop to think about it
making sense to their targeted market.

I mean you have a great product that makes total sense to you
that you just spent a ton of time creating. Why wouldn’t it make
sense to the person that show up? Why won’t they see the same
thing you see?

It is pretty simple. It is not positioned in the right place for
their mind to see the same thing you are seeing.
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Position Yourself as a List Builder, Product
Owner & Super Affiliate without Jumping

Through Hoops!...

Be a List Builder
As list-building enthusiasts ourselves we can tell you first hand that the
money is indeed in the list.

Having a strong following of loyal readers who love hearing from you, love buying
your products and recommendations is what will keep you in business for years.

Newbie Sales Machine empowers you with your own high-converting squeeze
page and email follow-up system. Not only will you make sales of your
membership, but you're now set up for a profitable road ahead.
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“Let's Do Some Quick Maths... is $100k a
Year Online Even Possible for the Average

Joe Who Sells One Product?”

A Product Owner
Every highly successful internet marketer has their own product and all the
experts will tell you to create your own.

However Newbie Sales Machine empowers you with your own product from day
one, so you'll never have to create another product again.

With a done-for-you membership system, professionally presented sales page, high
converting upsell and strategic pricing, not to mention the back-end income
potential you can now use Newbie Sales Machine as your main source of revenue.
Instantly look like an expert without having to create a product yourself!

Plus Super Affiliate
Every customer that purchases membership access through your unique
reseller link is tagged with your affiliate IDs.

As customers become more accustomed to the members area, are educated from
the membership content and are aquainted with the range of products and email
promotions, back-end sales are guaranteed!

For the first time you can become a super affiliate 'behind the scenes' without
having to do any hard selling!
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Not only are you selling your own product, but you're fully integrating with our sales
funnels on every network that we sell on. Honestly... how often can you say that? This is
your piggy back to a $100k per year income.

And if you're wondering if $100k a year is even possible...

Well let's look at it from this angle. What does it take to earn $100,000 per year?

With a quick calculation it's simply $273.97 a day...

$273.97 a day is 14 Standard Membership sales at $19.95... or 8 Pro Membership
sales at $37.

Now factor in the upgrades that convert at 20% and you'll only need to make 7
Standard Membership sales a day or 5 Pro Memberships sales a day to meet (even
surpass) your daily target...

7 Standard Memberships / day = 7 x $19.95 = $139.65
plus 1 upgrading members who purchases all upsells = $145.50
Total = $285.15/day

5 Pro Memberships / day = 5 x $37 = $185
plus 1 upgrading member who purchases all upsells = $145.50
Total = $330.50/day

What looks like an ordinary product that sells for $19.95 can actually be turned into a job-
quitting income!

Becoming a 6-figure marketer is actually easier than you think.

And even if you don't make $100k a year from this one system but end up making $50k a
year... maybe $30k... or a side-income of $10k... wouldn't it still be worth it?

What if the best you could do is just make ONE sale a day at $19.95 (without any
upsells or any of the funnel fusion tech)... wouldn't $598.50 a month make a noticable
dent in your expenses?...

Wouldn't it put you in a better position than where you are now?...

Wouldn't it be nice to finally say "I can finally make money online"... after spending
so much time figuring everything out for yourself and gettign nowhere... and finally being
able to prove to your spouse, family and friends that you know what you're doing?

Just think how long the average person takes to make their first sale online... some take
YEARS to do so... the majority DON'T make a single cent... because there's too many
obstacles in the way.
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This doesn't have to be you. You can turn things around very quickly starting now.
Everything is given to you on a silver platter...

The real question is not CAN you... but WILL you?

But Don't Take Our Word for It!... See How
the Newbie Sales Machine Has Helped People

Like YOU Get Started Online... and Make
Sales!

“No one else is doing what you're doing.
You are the DIAMOND among the rough!

Absolutely the BEST service on the
market... I highly recommend it.”

Hi Aaron, it's Dave Lovelace I just wanted to send you a personal video testimony instead
of something just written down just to show you the excitement I have for this site. I'm really
blown away by what you're providing and I can tell you that I have seen the others.

I make a good portion of income online from purchasing licenses from resale rights
products. There are others that offer that service. I can tell you right now hands down you
are the diamond among the rough, there's a lot of rough out there let me tell you.
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I found your site by accident actually, the first time I saw it I thought... "who is this guy
and what is he giving us here" and I just couldn't believe. It's one of those things that
make me say this is too good to be true and sometimes when you say that to yourself you
find yourself blown away because you doubt what you're seeing because no one else is
doing what you're doing.

You're really delivering so much more value than anybody else on the marketplace
right now for resale rights. You are saving me so much time, when time is money, you're
making me money if that's the case because I used to spend so much time having to set
up these sites link and put them together before ever get them uploaded.

In fact I didn't realize you were doing this until I actually downloaded it you know the first
product where you have a link and structured all the files together so the way I downloaded
is the way I can upload it and be done there's no extra work involved. I couldn't believe that
because normally you know sometimes when I buy resell rights products I don't even get
so much as a download page but the quality of your design not only the sales page and the
graphics and the download page you give us an affiliate page... who does that? You're
making me money by giving me those tools because now I can get affiliates who are
also looking for quality products to promote, set it up in my affiliate program and the tools
are there instantly done there's no extra work I don't have to spend hours putting it
together.

Here's the other thing I can spend an hour maybe writing an email or solo ad or something
from my autoresponder series that promote the product you're giving me that I couldn't
believe that... nobody does this... nobody does this... so you're saving me hours of time
and giving me the highest quality products on the marketplace right now that I can
sell in the internet marketing niche. So listen I'll leave it at that I want to go too long but I
just wanted to send this personal testimony via video to let you know how excited and
pleased and satisfied I am about this service absolutely the best resale right service in the
market I highly recommend it!

- Dave Lovelace

“I wanted to say thankyou Aaron... Your
latest product brought me over 2000%

ROI! Looking forward to your next
release...”
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This is Marian from MariansWeb.com. I just want to say thank you Aaron for your wonderful
stuff and the latest product I bought from you Newbie Sales Machine brought me
over 2000% ROI! So thank you for that and I'm looking forward to your next release,
thanks a lot!

“I got sales... including upsells... It paid
for the system! Now I'm just looking

forward to the passive residual income on
the backend...”
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Hi Steven Pope here, first off, I want to let you know the obvious if I am making a
testimonial or if I am making a product recommendation as an online marketer I am making
a commission most likely or some other form of compensation so I just want to be honest
and upfront about it thank you.

So, in the money-making online or make money online market there are many products,
but the Newbie Sales Machine is good for you in my opinion because it has an excellent
front end product. That front end product is Newbie Lessons. So, there's over 300 videos
helping newbies to run their internet marketing business and make money online and it
could be good even for intermediate or advanced marketers because let's face it,
sometimes we run into a problem and it throws us off a bit and so we can use all the help
we can get.

The product Newbie Lessons is $19.95 up front for these videos and then there's an
upgrade to $37... that's $37 all together including the $19.95 and it has traffic techniques in
that upsell. So for $37 your customer gets a lifetime membership to how-to videos and
internet marketing instruction including traffic techniques that can help them. So, when you
buy Newbie Sales Machine you also get a copy of these memberships and all hosting is
done by Aaron and his associates so, you don't have to worry about the videos taking up
too much space or the traffic because they're handling that end of it. Now I myself found
the membership very informative and will be referring to it frequently and I think it's
a product you can be proud of that you don't have to be ashamed to be marketing.

Now the good thing about it too is on the back end you can earn commissions from
Clickbank, JVZoo and others and this is completely passive on your part because emails
are sent to them automatically, not from you but from Aaron and his associates promoting
products. So in a way it's a win-win-win situation. It's a win for you because you earn
commissions, product sales on the front end and also the customer gets good value for his
money and obviously Aaron and his associates are making money promoting their
products as well... which become your products because you're making commission on the
back end. So for the passive residual nature of this this is why I bought it and I suggest you
do the same because I found it was an excellent product.

And the other thing too you might wonder what results have you had well I had a list of
several hundred subscribers most of which were not customers and I had neglected that list
but, I decided I was going to send the for broadcast emails that were supplied and I sent
them I got a couple of unsubscribes... serves me right for neglecting my list... but I got
sales as well including upsells and so it paid for the system! So now I'm just looking
forward to the passive residual income on the back end.

My strategy will be to promote the product so that Aaron and his associates can promote
on the backend and earn me commissions as well so, I thought it was an excellent product
for the money and I have no hesitation in recommending it to you. It's low-cost, it's
inexpensive I believe very good value for the money and you don't really have much
upfront investment or much to lose. The only thing you're going to need to do is
obviously promote your website.You'll have to upload the website, you'll have to connect
your PayPal button and basically then it's residual passive income on the back end so as
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long as you do something and promote this product then you should be able to make some
money.

- J. Steven Pope

“Take your business to a whole new
level that you can really be proud of!

Thanks to Aaron and the team for putting
up a product like this...”

Hi guys, my name is Rodney and initially I didn't even know of this product that's what I'm
going to give a testimony today meaning the Newbie Sales Machine of course.  It's only
after being contacted by a cousin of mine that I actually got access to the sales pitch. Now
what completely blew me away was the fact that when I first came online I spent literal
hours looking for stuff like this how to integrate Paypal how to set up warrior plus, how to
set up JVZoo, CSS style sheets and stuff like that, how to integrate PayPal into a sales
page, how to set up autoresponders and the best part is you can get all of that by getting
access again to the Newbie Sales Machine.

...So here's the thing, I made a big mistake in March 2016 really when I first tried to put up
my first product when I had integrated my product into Warrior Plus. I didn't know what I
was doing so I made some technical mistakes and I literally saw hundreds of payments
come into my PayPal account I was refunding back three persons obviously because I
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didn't have it right. The PayPal payments were coming into my account. I saw the PayPal
notifications but, they were being refunded back to persons. So you can imagine I literally
sat and cried for hours but I've since then going on of course to launch successful
products.

If you're new to online marketing or even if you're advanced and struggling to build a real
sustainable internet marketing business then I have some incredible news for you. This is
a proven system to help you build your online business today... not tomorrow... not
next week... today! Using this brand new newbie friendly academy. If you have ever
wished you could finally have online business like the internet marketing one
percentages... you know those guys who do affiliate marketing and product creation and it
seems as if everything goes right for them they make hundreds of thousands of dollars
sometimes per week, per month, per year, because their systems are so streamlined... I
want you to join with me if you've ever wished you could run your business like that.

If you've wasted hundreds on me money online newbie systems and trainings that simply
don't deliver... felt that there is something that the gurus know about making money online
that you don't and we all feel sometimes overwhelmed because you are trying to do this...
you are trying to do that... you're looking here... you're searching there... and at the end of
the day sometimes you don't even have this system put together. You spent two days
trying to put together this perfect squeeze page... and at the end of the day certain things
are missing because you spent so much time searching then you're overwhelmed and
confused and wonder whether you are ever going to get anything right this with this whole
make money online thing.

Believe me I know how you feel. I was once the same and you see it got to a point where I
was sick of being one of the guys who knew he could make money online. I knew within
myself that I can make money online. I knew that I could do this but just couldn't get all the
dots connected so I decided to take a stand today. I want you to take a stand with me and
get your hands on the Newbie Sales Machine and take your business to a whole new level
that you can really be proud of. And finally I want to say thanks to Aaron and the team for
putting up a product like this that I am sure will continue to help me and can help you,
thanks.

- Rodney Yarde

“I'm really impressed with the level of the
service, expertise, patience, concern, care

and effort they have shown me...”
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I've been with Aaron for nearly 3 years. My first impression leaves a lasting impression.
All his graphic design and sales page are built in with attractive characters and always had
an appearance of being bright and cheerful.

I like set up service and he's always prompt with any question asked. As quickly as
possible he's showed that he and his teammates aren't only dedicated to sales but also to
after sales service. He's also very helpful to see our success in business.

The Super Sales Machine team is one of the different kind from other network
marketing online. They delivered more value than the advertised and follow up with
perfect customer support. I'm really impressed with the level of the service, expertise,
patience, concern, care and effort they have shown me. I definitely will recommend them
without any reservation!

- Dickie Lim

“I didn't know anything about HTML
anything like that... I've been online for
about 15 years. This really, REALLY me

helped out. I recommend it. ”
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I just wanted to give a big shout out to the Newbie Sales Machine. A while back when I got
started with a couple things... I had purchased a product they offered the install which was
great at the time for me because I didn't know anything about HTML anything like that.
I've been online for about 15 years. This really, really me helped out. I recommend it.

The admin area is very easy to use... I mean you just get back here you click into it... it's
not hard to get your links nothing like that. The price point... the price that you pay... I'm
telling you right now even if you paid say $200 you get an internet marketing business in a
box pretty much all set up and done for you... I just can't stress any more... a $200 sounds
like a lot but you know what I had somebody tell me the other day you need to learn
outsource things, quit leaving all the technical stuff up to yourself and focus on what you
need to focus on... because if they get it set up then you need to drive traffic to it so you
could be focusing on driving traffic... which is what that's helped me do... it’s helped me get
a list, yeah I don't have the billionaire list here okay... you know millions of millions of
people... but you know just a little bit of people help.

I totally recommend buying their product, buying the install service you cannot go
wrong. The price point is cheap... I don't know anybody else out there offering anything
that cheap... especially the back end of it is so easy to use that's the big thing because all
you want to do is be able to grab your links and run with them.

Anytime you can grab their install or any other products get it up get the links the back
office is easy to use... all you got to do is worry about driving traffic to the links so you have
a plan. That's why they're installing it... which only takes a couple days. Aaron had that
thing set up for me pretty quick. I mean it was just it was just like BAM... before I know... I
was like "oh you guys are done already".

My name is Josh Shoemaker from JoshShoemaker.com so I highly recommend Aaron
Danker and his stuff that they have on in the Newbie Sales Machine and things like that.
And it's easy to add new products to the front-end and get them to install more so once you
got a strategy working... use it... and you know move forward. So anyhow peace out god
bless you all. Grab the Newbie Sales Machine.

- Joshua Shoemaker
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“Sent my first 100 clicks and made my
FIRST sale! ...Been implementing these

tactics on the hispanic market and it's
working and I'm getting sales! Very SIMPLE

very EASY... Just promote promote
promote!”

Hi, my name is Raul. I’ve been doing marketing online for about 4 years already and my
main focus is on expanding my promotions. When I was trying to move to my market to the
English market I was struggling a lot, I was searching everywhere to try to find out a
product on my own and I came across the Super Sales Machine.

They have very good products. I’ve been buying products from them probably for over a
year and two weeks ago I bought the Newbie Sales Machine product which is really great. I
I sent my first 100 clicks and got my first sales which is great.

One of the benefits of these products is that every time you get the products you can run it
and learn all the tactics and tricks that you can do and let me tell you I’ve been
implementing this tactic on the Hispanic market and it’s working. I’m getting sales and their
product setup service takes only 72 hours to install everything for you and only thing you
have to do is to promote, promote and promote.

It's so easy just to copy paste the URLs that I think anybody can do it so it’s really simple,
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really easy to do, and it is a lot of potential to do business. Now I want to say thank you
Aaron, thank you for the Super Sales Machine products and I only expect your emails to
learn more. Thank you.

- Raul Molina

“I've been a full-time internet marketer
for 5 years... some of my early sales
came from Aaron. I have had great

success with this program and have made
sales. I highly recommend it. Buy it, load it

up and start driving traffic to it.”

Hi my name is Mike Randall. I've been a full-time internet marketer for 5 years and in those
5 years I've been buying products from Aaron Danker.Some of the first products I bought
were Resell Rights Ninja with 10 products setup on my PC with buy buttons. Some of my
early item sales came from this program. All of Aaron's products are very
professional with high-grade graphics.

I have had great success with that membership program and have made sales on it
so when Aaron introduce Newbie Sales Machine I jumped on the offer right away which
came in at a very low price for setting it up myself. I've got experience so I didn't need
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Aaron's setup service so, I set it up myself even a newbie could set this program up... it
really is that easy it took me one afternoon to completely set it up including the 50 emails
that came with the program.

I would highly recommend the Newbie Sales Machine, buy it, loaded up one day and start
driving traffic to it. Ever since I started buying Aaron Danker's products, my online business
has been moving in an upward path of success, thank you.

- Mike Randell

“I have been online for some years and
have not made sales... this is my FIRST

sales online! I am really, really, really
happy!”

My name is Ibrahim and now my website is BusinessMagnetics.com. I saw the program for
the Super Sales Machine and it was wonderful so I decided to invest in it and I'm glad to
say I have no regrets. The installation setup was done for me because I don't have
technical know-how so it was done quickly by support and I have no hesitation to
recommend them.

I've made money with the Super Sales Machine, in fact two sales that was my first sales
online and I was happy when I saw the email from PayPal. Two sales within a week so I
hope to add more.. just trying to build in my list.
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I have been online for some years and have not made sales, I've tried drop shipping, I
have tried Forex, Forex market, making money from Forex from binary options and I've
tried other website applications not really made anything to be absolutely correct not a
single dollar... so this is my first sales online!

I am really, really, really quite happy! In fact very happy I should say and would highly
recommend the Super Sales Machine websites reseller program - everybody should give it
a try. I plan to expand my products from the website and to increase my list building so that
my business can grow... that is my intention.

Kudos to the team - to Aaron and his colleagues in the Super Sales Machine. I am more
confident now going online with internet marketing I was getting discouraged initially before
I found the Super Sales Machine and now I am going to renew my drive and my
enthusiasm is on the increase. I am really, really happy. I once again congratulations to the
Super Sales Machine team, thank you.

- Ibrahim Kareem

“I couldn't have created a site like this...
It would have taken a lot of time a lot of
money and a whole lot of assistance...”

Dr. Jay Thomas smith here from SuccessIMS.com back again to tell you about my friends
at Super Sales Machine. We're good friends now, they've got a new program called
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Newbie Sales Machine. Now you can build your own monthly web site where you have
recurring income with your very own multimedia training membership sites.

I’m excited about it because they got it up and running for me to no less than 72
hours.That's right, they're fast with this thing they really get it going for you and when you
see it you're gonna be as excited about it as I was.

Now by again my first impression, again first impressions are very important when you see
it all the various topics that you have numerous programs are numerous monthly offerings
that you can have for your customers from your very own website. As I stated it was easy
or fast for them to install but once you get to the portal the administrative portal it's very
easy to navigate.

Now obviously, I say it's obvious to me I couldn't have created a site like this... It would
have taken a lot of time a lot of money and a whole lot of assistance but with the Newbie
Sales Machine if you're a newbie, this is the program for you. The Newbie Sales Machine
gets you up and going quickly and it cost very little $97 and let me tell you is well worth the
price to get your own membership site up and running in a very short time.

Now I would recommend this to you because if it wouldn't work for me there's no way I'd be
telling you that you should try it. In fact if it wasn't a good program I wouldn't even be talking
about it at all. They've got a money-back guarantee get into it let them set it up for you if
you don't like it they'll give you your money back. You can't beat that. With the Newbie
Sales Machine I really feel great about the commissions and the recurring monthly income.
I think I have a prosperous future with Newbie Sales Machine. I'll see you at the top of
internet marketing mountain you have a successful day!

- Dr. J. Thomas Smith

“I've seen other people’s pages... this
looks absolutely professional.... I'm very
confident because this is just a QUALITY
product... this is just an absolute STEAL!”
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G'day my name's Paul Cummings from Sydney Australia and I just recently purchased the
NewbieSales Machine through Aaron. It look's fantastic, I don't have a lot of experience
online so I'm looking for some sort of system that can give me a good kick start. I have tried
to set my own things up another a little bit of success setting things up but they never quite
look the way I would like them to look and look the way I've seen other people’s pages look
so this looks absolutely professional quality, quality, quality all down the line.

So the installation was done within a couple of days, I'll be honest the price was, I
thought ridiculous it was too low and I thought well it can't be as good as I can't get what
they're advertising for that sort of a price but it said 60 days money-back guarantee so I
thought well I'll keep it a try, if it doesn't look any good it's not really up to scratch I would
just ask my money back.

Well I've been blown away. It's absolutely quality and it was setup within a couple of days
... and I don't think it was even two days and everything works well... very helpful... good
communications and it's great value for money.

The admin system is very easy to navigate and very easy to use and it's way
exceeded my expectation the whole setup. I have tried to do my own things that I said
and I've tried to purchasing products from other people with limited success... but there
always seems to be a snag or an element missing from what I would like with the process
of the setup but this is just perfect.

It's got a lead capture page for capturing email addresses... now I'll be honest I've only just
purchased it it's brand new off the press for me. I've just started for a day or so and I'm just
trying to put into place some marketing to drive some traffic some short-term and some
long term setups that I'm doing so, I can't tell how’s going yet but I'm very confident
because this is just a quality product... it's just quality and Aaron has built in lots of other
ways to make money within it, within the process which I'm looking forward to as well the
affiliate marketing that's involved with what people will be offered above and beyond what
I've already got there.

It's worth the price I paid I would recommend it to people and especially if you're someone
was thinking of trying to set up your own system... unless you have got a lot of money...
a lot of money you will not set up something like this yourself and you've got to have
the technical know-how so if you waver in any way on the technical know-how, if you waver
in any way on having the money to do it, this is just an absolute steal... an absolute
steal. So, I'm looking forward to the future being very rosey and what it can provide for me
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so I hope that's helpful to people and I  recommend it highly.  Take care, bye for now.

- Paul Cummings

“My product was installed in 2 days and I
started making my FIRST SALES 2 days

after that! I came to realize this is
something UNQIUE and difference... I

snapped it up immediately. I've NEVER
seen anything like this and I'm very very

honoured to be part of this system”

Hi this is Kerry Mackey with IMProductsToGo.com I want to give my testimonial on Aaron's
Newbie Sales Machine. I have to admit when I first was reading the sales letter I was like...
"this another new resale rights product Aaron was releasing"... I bought several of
those resale right products and as I went further down the sales page... I came to realize
this is something unique and different, because with the Newbie Sales Machine, not
only can I be a list builder make front end sales but I'm also able to make sales on the back
end through Aaron's marketing. And soon as I realized what this was, I snapped it up
immediately... paid $97 for the installation. My product was installed in 2 days and I
started making my first sales 2 days after that... and I see myself making several
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Your Purchase is Backed by Our 100%
Satisfaction Guarantee!... If You Don't Make
Your First $19.95 Sale After Sending 100 Real
Visitors to Your Site We'll Refund You in Full!

The Newbie Sales Machine is designed to take you as a
green newbie or experienced marketer and add a new
stream of income to your business instantly. We put
countless hours into creating a robust sales system that you
can not only profit from, but build a real business upon.

As a licensed reseller we're backing your investment today with
a very straight-forward guarantee. If you don't make your
first $19.95 sale within the next 60 days after sending 100 real visitors to your site
then we'll refund you in full, close your reseller account and stop delivering your monthly
bonuses.

That way there's no risk to you, and no risk to us. We're very transparent with this
offer. You've seen what you'll get your hands on and we have countless testimonials from
real people just like you who have made their investment back and continue to make
sales whilst you're reading this!

Your profit potential is unlimited. Let us illustrate how profitable this can be for you...

Firstly, if you can't make just 10 sales in your first month (2-3 sales a week) then
you're probably not committed to this program anyway. However if you do make at least
10 sales in your first month, you will have already made a minimum of $199.50 in
sales. Our upgrades convert at 20% so out of your 10 customers, 2 will have purchased a
$97 upgrade plus two $97 upsells for a total of $582 in commission sales. That's an extra
$291 in your pocket plus the $199.50 front-end sales for a total of $490.50. Not too

affiliate sales in the back end from Aaron's marketing for months to come!

So I recommend this product to newbies and professional marketers as well because,
everyone can benefit from this system. So, if you're a newbie you can get off to a very fast
start because you're instantly a list builder... a product owner... and it can also make you
a super affiliate through the back end from again from Aaron's marketing. I've never seen
anything like this and I'm very, very honored to be part of this system. So, if you have
the opportunity I would snap it up and we'll see you guys out there on the net, goodbye
from now.

- Terry Mackey
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shabby.

But now factor in how many times your members will log back in, be presented with
more upsells, upsells within upsells, as well as future offers they purchase through product
launches. You have potential to earn well over $1,000 from your 10 intial members over
their membership lifetime.

So the real question is are you ready to start making sales? Can you sell just 10
copies of your first product at $19.95 in your first month, just 2-3 sales per week? We
think so! You have absolutely nothing to lose and so much more to gain and honestly if
you're committed to this program you'll be too busy making sales and checking your
commissions and will be wondering where this has been all your life!

Secure your license now in complete confidence and we'll get your resellers account
setup for you right away!

“It's NO Secret that Done For You Systems,
Automation and Perfectly Executed
Marketing Strategies are Key to Your

Success Online!...”
Here's a closer look at how the Newbie Sales Machine
empowers you and gives you a serious advantage over

everyone else...
Hot ever-green niche picked for you. Training based products are hot and
always sell. With the Newbie Sales Machine you'll instantly be selling a product in

an ever-growing market that people will happily pay you for.

High converting squeeze page done for you. Now you can build a list of
prospects who are genuienly interested in starting an online business. No need for

overly-complicated landing page software or monthly subscriptions for services that you
won't use!

4 attention-grabbing solo ad emails written for you. Can't write promotion
emails?... Don't worry. Blast these emails out to your existing list for immediately

sales... or add them into your autoresponder sequence to keep the sales coming in.

50 relationship-building email campaign written for you. A single relationship-
building email can take 30 minutes to write. We've created a full 50 day campaign.

Add these done for you emails to your autoresponder sequence to turn even cold
skeptical traffic into raving fans!
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3 minute professional sales videos done for you. Getting people to buy your
product takes some convincing. We've put together an enticing sales video that

acts as your 24-hour sales person. No need to go out of your way for every prospect...
Let the video do all the explaining and selling for you.

Professional long-style sales letter written for you. Presenting your product
and persuading prospects to spend $19.95 with you requires some serious

marketing skill. Again we've done all the work for you. Simply let the persuasive sales
letter do all the selling for you.

Optimized HTML website designed and coded for you. 60% of traffic is now
mobile. We've added easy-scroll navigation buttons and auto-resizing components

to make your site look good on all desktop and mobile devices! Everything is carefully
designed to get your prospects to buy.

5 automated count-down timers setup and coded for you. Scarcity is a
powerful marketing tactic and can be used to increase sales by 300% or more.

We've included 5 optional sales pages with cookie-tracked timers so you can simulate live
events and launch your product how you want.

380+ professional training videos created for you. We've packed your
membership site with over 380 'how to' videos covering major topics in the

internet marketing sphere. This is the core component of your product that visitors will pay
hand over fist for.

Sales crushing $37 upsell system done for you. As soon as a prospect buys,
you'll be offering more training for a total of $37. At least 20% of customers will

purchase this upsell. With our system you'll generate more profit with zero effort that
would otherwise be wasted!

1-Click copy-paste affiliate hub done for you. Want others to sell your product
for you and earn a commission from their effort?... Now you can! Submit your

product on any network and use the done for you affiliate hub as a resource to motivate
your affiliates!

Fast and easy 1-click reseller link generator! Every customer that registers
through your unique reseller link is tagged with your affiliate IDs. Simply register

an account with our networks, fill in a form, hit submit and voilà... your personal reseller
link is created!

1-click PayPal button creation done for you! No need to log into your PayPal
account and manually create cumbersome payment buttons. With our system you

can create your payment button in one click and paste it into your website immediately!

Automated affiliate commissions on all back-end offers in our sales funnel!
Get full integration with our existing sales funnel to earn commissions on our high-
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ticket products. Every customer you acquire gets sent through our marketing funnel to
maximize your income.

Automated affiliate commissions on all future product lauches! Become a top
affiliate and earn passive income without having to email your customers... ever!

With our integration system ANY product we launch to your customers will be done
through your affiliate link.

12 week automated bonus content drip-delivered to your customers! Over
deliver more than you promise to your customers. Keep them happy and minimize

your refund rates without having to manually send out any extra content!

Product files hosted for you and protected behind a secured members area.
No need to host gigabytes of data on your server. No need to invest in seperate

membership software. We'll take care of all the 'techie' stuff whilst you focus on profit!

Lifetime 'stealthy' membership updates without you lifting a finger! Keeping
your product fresh and up-to-date is a necessary chore. We'll periodically update

your product behind the scenes without you having to mess around with your website!
Simply continue to sell and profit!

The perfect product to position yourself for future offers! Never promote an
obscure product in an unprofitable niche again! Now you can use Newbie Sales

Machine to attract prospects, build a loyal readership, make sales, become an affiliate and
then use this as leverage to promote new offers in the future with ease!

*Fast Action Bonus* - Act Now and Receive
2 Platinum Review Sites Every Month!

“Make More ClickBank™ Sales Every Month and Get Professional Trained Video
Presenters to Sell the BEST Hand-Picked Niche Products for You!... (even if you're
camera shy and not a sales person... but need to make sales...)
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With our Platinum Review Sites every month you'll receive...

A professional video presenter to welcome your visitors and build rapport,
to give you an instant conversion boost. Get an instant 1-up on your

competition and present your affiliate recommendation like a professional!

An extended product review with good points, bad points and conclusion
to provide a well-balanced unbiased review. Trust and believability play an

important role to your online success. Now you can add more authenticity to your
site without writing a word!

An opt-in form to build a highly targeted mailing list that you can
promote more products to. Not every visitor that comes to your site will click

through to your recommendation or purchase right away. However you can improve
your chances of sales simply by building a list!

A follow-up email sequence to remind your subscribers to come back to
your site to buy the product. We'll provide you with copy and paste

autoresponder emails to deliver more value to your prospects and remind them to
come back to your site.

Cloaked affiliate links to stop visitors bypassing your money link so you
don't lose out on commissions. Don't like the thought of losing out on

commissions simply because your raw affiliate links are exposed? With our Platinum
Review Sites we'll cloak them for you so visitors can't tell.

Tracking IDs added to your links so you know where your sales come
from. Nothing's worse than receiving commissions and not knowing where

on earth it came from. With our embedded tracking IDs you'll now be able to confirm
that your commission came from our review site.

An un-blockable exit script to redirect leaving visitors to alternative offers
to maximize your commissions. Not all your visitors will click your

recommendation so to combat this we've installed a script redirects your visitors to
an alternative offer. If they buy, you receive credit for the sale.

Plus your site will be viewable on any mobile device, and SEO optimized
so the search engines can index and rank your site. Approximately 60% of

visitors are now viewing your site on mobile devices. Our Platinum Review Sites are
highly optimized to look great on any device.

We'll even empower you with over 100 private label niche articles for
every site that you can use to distribute and publish for more backlinks and

traffic.
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Click here for full details of this limited bonus offer

Platinum Review Sites is currently selling for $97 at the official site.
Receive new review sites every month for free when you secure the Newbie

Sales Machine!

“It's Time to Partner Up with The BIG Players
& Leverage 10 Years of Marketing

Experience so You can Scale Your Income to
a 6-Figure a Year Business!...”

Here's the thing... you don't have time to create your own internet business from
scratch... Because if you did, it would be done by now and turning a profit.

...And even if you did manage to find the time, there's NO guarantee it will work first
time... second time... third time round. In fact you may have to go through 10 revisions
or MORE just to get ONE element to work... let alone make a sale!

Just think how much you've already spent on training products, software,
memberships, and coaching programs amongst other things... No doubt you've learned a
thing or two... but seriously how better off are you?... The truth is you STILL have to build
your business and SELL something.

What we've done is created a DONE FOR YOU solution that can get you up and running
within literally minutes from now... not weeks... months... even years!

Listen... we know what it's like to build a product from scratch. We know who to
hire... what prices to pay... what timeframes to work with... and what work not to
outsource. It's not easy and involves HARD WORK... the type of work that many simply
CAN'T do and WON'T do. Why else do you think the success rate is so low?
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The Newbie Sales Machine is not just a pretty business in a box... Far from it....

It's the SOLUTION you need right now.

What you're investing in are over 10 years of focused marketing experience all
condensed and wrapped up into one powerful marketing machine. There are some things
that money simply can't buy... and experience is one of them. However... you can come
VERY close with the Newbie Sales Machine.

Grab Your License
of the Newbie
Sales Machine

Now!!
...Your 100% DONE FOR YOU Plug 'n' Play

Membership Site GUARANTEED to Bring in $19.95
Sales, $37 Upsell PLUS Make Commissions on

Autopilot... Whilst we do ALL the Technical Backend
Sales and Marketing for You!”
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Total Value $7,534
Pro Reseller License

Price $497
Officially sold for $197 at NewbieSalesMachine.com

(without setup service)
Act now and save a further 50%!

Option 1 - Setup Yourself (Advance)
Recommended for experienced or advance users. Choose this option if you're familar
with HTML files and want to install and customize your own website and sales funnel.

 Includes hosted-for-you membership site with over 380+ training videos... (a $1997
value)

 Includes professional mobile-responsive reseller site with animated sales video to
make $19.95 sales for you... (a $497 value)

 Includes instant upsell system with professional sales video to generate $37 sales...
(a $497 value)

 Includes multiple sales pages with various count-down timers to launch your own
event anytime you want... (a $297 value)

 Includes one-click reseller link generator for backend branding to earn passive big
ticket commissions... (a $97 value)

 Includes one-click hosted for you PayPal button generator that connects to your
reseller link for quick setup... (a $97 value)

 Includes 25%+ converting squeeze page to collect highly targeted leads... (a $197
value)

 Includes 4 broadcast emails and 50 follow-up emails to deliver free tips and quality
content to close sales... (a $500 value)

 Includes backend commission income on all ClickBank, Zaxaa and JVZoo offers
up to $495... (a $997 value)

 Includes 'sent on your behalf' email newsletters to earn passive income on future
ClickBank, Zaxaa and JVZoo launch promotions ... (a $997 value)

 Includes 30 day conditional guarantee. Make your investment back and profit with just
6 3 Pro Membership sales!

 BONUS! Lifetime access to Newbie Lessons Pro membership with lifetime training
updates... (a $197 value)

 BONUS! Lifetime access to Platinum Review Sites with professional video
presenters... (a $1164/yr value)
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Normal Price $297
Only $97!

*Includes Over $1,361 FREE Bonuses!*

Option 2 - Setup for You (Most Popular)
Recommended for beginners and for those that want to save time. Get all the benefits of
Option 1 plus the luxury of having EVERYTHING professionally setup for you within 3-7

working days!

 Website personalized and branded for you - includes your name and picture on the
sales page as well as your support email address on the footer of every page to look like
a pro seller!... (a $97 value)

 Smart scripts installed for more profit! Includes unblockable exit pop-ups that
redirect visitors back to your squeeze page, disabling right-clicking, disabling mouse click
and drag, protecting your access links and more... (a $97 value)

 Affiliate IDs embedded into your reseller links which includes your Zaxaa,
ClickBank, and JVZoo IDs fully integrated into the system to ensure you receive credit for
all backend sales... (a $197 value)

 2 PayPal buttons created for you - for both Standard and Pro members and
connected directly to your reseller access links... (a $97 value)

 Aweber campaigns setup for you to collect new subscribers. We'll fine-tune your
campaign to ensure you get the maximum conversion rate and a bigger list... (a $47
value)

 50 Emails added to your campaigns and personalized with your name and website
URL. Each email will be strategically scheduled to go out 2-3 days apart and follow up
with your subscribers over the span of 6 months to sell your product... (a $297 value)

 Squeeze page and opt-in form setup for you so you now have an official page to
collect new leads. After sign-up, your subscribers are redirected immediately to the sales
page and your autoresponder will close sales... (a $47 value)

 Website sales funnel uploaded for you whilst gigabtyes of product content are
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Note: We reserve the right to increase the price back to $197 (without setup service) and remove the
bonuses at ANY time without warning.

Internet Security Notice: After clicking the payment button you will be
asked to log into your Super Sales Machine member account. Once logged
in you will then be redirected to the order form which uses the latest industry-
Leading Encryption Technology (SSL). After payment you will have the option
to customize your order. We advise you to NOT close close this window
during checkout. You will be redirected immediately to the access page after

purchase. Your products are added to your member account immediately and can be accessed at any
time, any where. All purchases are fully backed by a 100% satisfaction guarantee and you may
contact our friendly support staff at any time for support and assistance.

Licensing Terms and Conditions: 
Please read carefully before purchasing. The licence terms are here to protect you as a reseller, your
affiliates and your customers and maintains the value of the product.

[YES] Can sell Standard Membership Access to end users for a minimum price of $19.95*
[YES] Can sell Pro Membership Access to end users for a minimum price of $37*
[YES] You may offer 100% commissions to your JV partners and affiliates to sell Standard and Pro
Membership access**

[NO] You cannot offer any form of rights including but not limited to resale rights, branding rights or
private label rights 
[YES] Includes co-branding rights. You can place your name and picture on your reseller's site next to
Aaron Danker as the seller
[YES] You may modify and adapt the sales letter to your marketing style. However the offer must be

hosted on our fast and reliable S3 servers so you don't have to worry about bandwidth
issues... (a $97 value)

 Admin system installed and personalized for you with all your products under one
roof! Know exactly what's installed, where they're installed, what the access links are,
what emails to send out, and in what order and much more!... (a $497 value)

 

Normal Price $497
Only $97!

Includes Bonuses + *FREE* Installation!
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transparent and clear.

[YES] You can offer this product as a bonus to customers, clients and coaching students who have
spent at least $67 in products and services with you*
[YES] You can add this product to membership sites for members who have spent at least $67 in
products and services with you*
[YES] You may add an unlimited number of bonuses to the offer*
[YES] You may include this product in a dime sale or firesale event as long as the minimum pricing
structure is adhered to*
[NO] You must not give this product away for free under any circumstances. Access to the product is
for paying customers only.

[YES] You may offer this product on forums, auction sites, gig sites and ecommerce sites such as
Warrior Forum, eBay, Fiverr and TradeBit***
[YES] You may offer this product through paid advertising channels such as Adwords, Facebook Ads,
Bing Ads etc.***
[YES] You may offer this product through offline channels such as QRCodes, tearsheets, newspaper
ads, radio ads etc.***
[YES] You can translate the sales letter for foreign speaking languages where English is a second or
third language however you must inform your customers that the membership site and content is in
English.

*You may sell at a higher price and/or offer bonuses to your customers as an incentive to purchase
from you and deliver them on your thank you page. 
Bonus example 1: You can provide Standard or Pro access to a 3 month old member paying you $27
a month. 
Bonus example 2: You can provide Standard or Pro access to a 1 month old member paying you $10
a month and has purchased a $67 upgrade.
Bonus example 3: You can provide Standard or Pro access to a customer who has purchased $47 in
products or services and joined a $20/m membership.
**Your JV partners and affiliates will not receive commissions on backend offers as this is a reseller
privilege only.
***You are fully responsible for ensuring that you adhere to the minimum pricing and terms and
conditions of the third party sites you sell on.

The Newbie Sales Machine has helped
100s of Beginners Like YOU Get Started

Online! Just Read What They Have to Say...

“In total $2,839.80 PROFIT! Fully
installed, done and dusted... Just a
fantastic offer! Buy anthing that Aaron
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Sells... Just a PHENOMENAL deal!”

Hi Aaron and everybody at Super Sales Machine, it's Randy and Simon here at Media
Kettle. What a site fantastic site for anybody hasn't seen it. I mean there is just so much
and all these amazing videos here we're going through just help... in terms of basically
having a complete reference library for anything you want to quickly look up and check. I
love the Google Tools ones with the Gmail settings and labels and the tabs and the filters...
it's fantastic for organizing your Gmail. Simon like some of these techy ones.. .but anyway
that's the site you already know what's on the site because you sold us it and then there's
the upsell obviously with the traffic upgrade and all the various videos in there with all the
different modules and videos in there and all the rest of it.

Cracking site and we already have purchased a lot your products Aaron and the
reason is quite simple your sales pages are fantastic mate... you must spend fortunes
on them. We've even had some products where we've already got the PLR rights to the
products but the sales pages were awful and then we notice you selling them... so we paid
you purely for the sales page so we can use that sales page because we get more sales
with it.

But coming back to the Newbie Lessons, what we love about it is your whole Super Sales
Machine setup is great. You just log into the product and you give us all the pages the
signup page to build subscribers with, sales pages, scarcity pages, upsell pages, download
pages, everything supplied even down to the email copy. Obviously like anybody we would
recommend as you always do to add a little bit of yourself into the email copy but you
everything's provided makes it nice and simple.

So let's talk about results and why we bought and invested in this package. Cracking
investment. We took the package where you set everything up for us and the reason we
like that is because we're very busy as you're probably aware Aaron you've used some of
our tools we develop the Monkey Web Apps that promote ourselves... Media Kettles of the
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coders behind it so we're very busy these days all with coding... Simon is... I'm trying to do
the marketing side of things. Doing the coding we don't really have much of an opportunity
to develop some information products and videos etc.  so it's one of the reasons we buy
from yourself and the other main one I've already mentioned your sales pages are just
phenomenal... the follow-ups you create everything else it makes it easy to make a profit
from.

So in terms of this particular purchase the Newbie Lessons we purchased it on the 20th
and by the 22nd Jeffrey had it all installed for us. Admin was easier to navigate. Did it meet
our expectations?... It went above and beyond the expectations. Have we bought all the
systems like this before?... Yes from yourself Aaron because it's a cracking system. Could
we have created it ourselves?... Yes. Could we have had it created, installed up and
running in 2 days?... Not a cat in hells chance and it would have took us months and
months and months and that's using outsources because also we two do it ourselves. Are
we building our list?... Yes. We've been in business full-time for a quite a while now and so
we've got a list we do market to that list.

Is this system that we've purchased from yourself making us  money? It worth the price?
Let me show you, let me show you some results. So in terms of item number Newbie
Lessons we've promoted that and as you can see here is my PayPal label.  20 sales at
$19.95 so it's $399 there but the way you've got this it's beautiful. I love it. If people take
the upsell it includes the front end... so as you can see we've got 51 upsells which basically
is the front end and the upsells. 20 plus 51 there so you've got 71 front-end sales and
then plus 51 OTOs. The OTO payments $37, $399 plus another $1,887 on the OTO.

As you can see as I say we had it installed by the 22nd which was weekend, I think Friday
so, we left it till the Monday before we start promoting it and the sales continually coming in
as you can see right the way through to Saturday. But on top of the $1,887 there because
the way you have it and again another reason why we like to buy your products is for this
ClickBank...

We've also got commissions from Zaxaa and we've got commissions from JVZoo, as
well as the ClickBank commissions. In total and through all of those there is another
$553.80 in commissions there so in total were looking at $2,839.80 profit and
subtract what we paid for the actual product fully installed done and dusted...
nothing for us to do literally just give you the money... give you our details... Jeffrey
cracked on 2 days later it's all installed.

Lots of profit lots of simplicity... I don't like technical stuff Simon handles that but he's too
busy coding as I mentioned so it's just a fantastic offer as far as we're concerned. if
anybody's out there think about it... buy anything that Aaron sells and one of the reasons
for doing this testimonial is to keep in with him so that I can actually give him a shout and
say tell us before you even put it on the market or I'll just give you some money just send
me what you've got coming out next.

So yeah definitely highly recommended love the stuff nice and easy to use all the tools that
you want are on their... trainings in there it's just a phenomenal deal every time we buy
which is why we've bought quite a few things from you. So keep up the good work Aaron
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thanks again Randy signing out. Cheers now bye bye.

- Randy Smith & Simon (Media Kettle Ltd.)

“I was very impressed with the HIGH
QUALITY of the graphics... Could not

recommend them enough to anyone and I
will be back for more myself, so thanks

guys!”
I was very impressed with the HIGH QUALITY of the graphics and I am
sure that anyone considering to buy will be pleased they did as even just
having the graphics gives me inspiration to come up with many designs of
my own and could not recommend them enough to anyone and I will be

back for more myself, so thanks guys! - Albert F A Matthews

“I cannot believe how fast they set up
everything and the customer support is off

the hook!... I now have products I can sell
as my own and profit 100%!”

I just purchased the Super Sales machine products and set up service this
afternoon. A few hours later I received my Admin information and set up
was complete! I cannot believe how fast they set up everything and the
customer support is off the hook! The Admin Dash board is so easy and

super professional and all is set up on my own domain! I can't wait to start driving traffic
and making sales with my new professional Super Sales machine! I now have products I
can sell as my own and profit 100%! I 100% recommend this service to anyone looking to
make money online with digital products and want everything done for you super fast!
Thanks Aaron! - Shane Purcell

“I am extremely impressed to say the
least.... It was more than I could have
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imagined!”
I had been looking to start my online business but looking at hiring
someone to do my pages was a daunting task just to think about. Then I
came across Aaron's information and I am extremely impressed to say the
least. It was more than I could have imagined once I purchased and I am

more than happy that I found this program. I can't say enough about it. - Elexis Wilson

“I've been with Aaron for nearly 6 years
now!... His set-up service has always been
prompt with any questions being answered

as quickly as possible!”
I've been with Aaron for nearly 6 years now. The first impression leaves a lasting
impression. Aaron's graphics on sales pages etc... have always had the appearance of
being bright and cheerful. They have always made me feel that I can trust his offers even if
I have been unable to purchase a product at the time. This isn't the first product I have
purchased. I purchased several from Aaron in the past and I haven't had any issues with
them. Plus they have the same happy and 'feel good' graphics that he himself uses. His
set-up service has always been prompt with any questions being answered as quickly as
possible which shows that he and his colleagues aren't only dedicated to sales but also to
after sales service. I have dealt with a lot of marketers and Aaron would be at the top of the
list by showing appreciation to me by keeping in touch with me by sending me the
occasional free gift and keeping me and I would imagine everyone he deals with 'in the
loop' with up to date products. Unfortunately, a large number of marketers only make
contact when they wish to make a sale. I would be very surprised if both newbies and
experienced marketers alike couldn't learn from or gain satisfaction from his products
which, I might add, are up to date :) I am confident that his latest membership offering will
be to my advantage. Keep up the good work Aaron :) an A+ from me. - Donald Pitts

“I tried for years and spent 10 times the
purchase price... Now My first ever paying

customer!”
Really happy, this looked hot from the beginning and Aaron and his team
have never failed to deliver, I have purchased all of the Super Sales Funnel
packages and now I own the most amazing online business, fully set up
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and running, the funnels work perfectly, emails are delivering subscribers
and my first ever paying customer. I tried for years and spent 10 times he purchase price
trying to get close to what I now have. Save yourself years of struggling and wasting your
money on possibilities that don't deliver, be set up in your own Top Level Internet Business
by tomorrow! Thank You Super Sales Machine Team for delivering the No. 1 internet
marketing system online today by far!! - Robert Skilbeck

“I never bought a system like this before... I
could not have created It myself... was
worth way more then the price I payed”

I want to thank you guys for doing such a wonderful job installing and
setting up my system, I was very impressed It met all my expectations and
beyond. Im a newbie to Internet marketing and when I first saw the offer I
was a little shocked, an offer like this only happens once in a great while

and I said to myself "If I cant make money with this I need to get out of the game". I bought
the system right away, because I knew I could not have created It myself. It was installed in
72 hrs or less just as you said, and was worth way more then the price I payed. The admin
and navigation system Is very easy to use. The training that you provide Is sufficient
enough to get you started. And customer service was great. I never bought a system like
this before. And I recommend this system to every one thats been trying to make money
online. Thank You. - Mary Cooper

“I love selling IM tools online and I
especially love these sites. I could not be
happier... Thanks guys you're the best”

As internet marketers we are often told to be a product developer and to
created a product. I really wanted to start somthing that I could get my teeth
into. I was thrilled to come across this. I love selling IM tools online and I
especially love these sites. If you really want to make a consistent Income

online, you really must have multiple sites and especially one that allows you to sell
something internet marketers need. I went for the 'Licencing Rights, Full Set up For You'
package and I could not be happier. Thanks guys you're the best. I look forward to a bright
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and prosperious future with you. - Henry Webster

“Super Sales Machine is one of a kind!...
They did the hard work and all I did was sit
back... There is no one in the business

that does anything like this!”
The team at Super Sales Machine is one of a kind! They deliver more than
they advertise and follow up with perfect customer support. I am very
impressed with the level of expertise, patience, concern, care and effort that
they show me. I recommend them without reservation! They deliver a

"Done for You" product that is not to be outdone. Superior product, superior service and
superior support. There is no one in the business that does anything like this. It fits the
"newbie" and the experienced Internet marketer. Their effort was a quick, easy and
painless solution to having my own product to sell and not worry about the whole process
of creating one in the first place? I could not be happier and will continue to purchase and
rely on them for future products and a business relationship. They did the hard work and all
I did was sit back and benefit from their superior service. Thank you! - Mark Zupo

“I've been hanging around with Aaron since
back in 2009!... I can comfortably place
my name beside his and not feel like I
need to recreate the wheel. I can relax a
LOT more when I incorporate his stuff.”

I've been hanging around with Aaron since back in 2009! That should tell
you something, right there. The fact that he could keep my interest and
loyalty for that long is a feat within and of itself. When I saw this package..
well, I just couldn't resist. I am pretty advanced and have my own

products on the market, (and selling), already and this package will compliment my
offerings quite nicely. I have pretty big plans for this package. The ONLY reason I even
think about adding Aaron's stuff to my offerings is because I've never known him to
produce anything other than "quality" product. I can comfortably place my name beside his
and not feel like I need to recreate the wheel. I can relax a LOT more when I incorporate
his stuff. So, if you're on the fence.. get off of it.. get into it... drop the fear and get with it!
Half your battle is already won when you use Aaron's products. Peace, Love & Prosperity! -
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Click Here to Secure the Newbie Sales Machine

Frequently Asked Questions
Q. “Can you summarize what I'm getting?”
Sure! There are two main points you need to be aware of. Firstly you're getting licensing
rights to Newbie Lessons. You'll receive your own reseller site similar to the official site
NewbieLessons.com. This means you can sell it as your own product, collect $19.95
payments, or $37 upsell payments and sell as many membership access passes as you
want and keep 100% of the profits.

Secondly, you'll get access to the reseller's member area where you can create your own
unique Newbie Lessons membership access links. These access links will be embedded
with your ClickBank, JVZoo and Zaxaa IDs. This means any extra purchases your
customer makes after they've bought from you will be credited to your account. This
includes any product we launch to your customers in the future!

 

Q. “Can you set this up for me?...”
Yes we can for a small additional fee! If you're a complete newbie and struggle with the
techie side of things, for a small additional fee we will setup the entire system for you so
everything is working correctly. This includes site setup, FTP upload, PayPal payment
button creation, reseller link creation, autoresponder list creation, adding 50 emails to your
autoresponder account, squeeze page setup and much more. A full break down of
everything we do is listed in the order form under Option 2.

 

Q. “What happens after I purchase?”
After checkout, you'll be redirected to the reseller registration page. From there you'll be
asked to create your own unique account so you can log into our system at any time to
access your purchases. An email will also be sent to you with your login details. We
recommend that you do not close the window during the checkout process. If you have
any issues please forward your transaction email receipt to us and we'll provide you with
your reseller access link.

William
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Q. “Is this for me?”
If you've visited the offical Newbie Lessons site, understand the product, and are
convinced that it will sell... then YES this is for you. If you're an existing customer of the
Newbie Lessons and know from first hand experience what a brilliant package this is and
want to become a reseller... then YES this is for you. If you're simply looking for a turn-
key system that you can start making money with and collect $19.95 and $37 payments
right out of the box... then YES this is for you. If you want to add more passive revenue to
your online business and let the professionals do all the back-end selling for you... then
YES this is for you.

 

Q. “Okay I'm ready, what do I do now?”
Great! Simply click the order button below and go through the simple checkout process.
Once the payment you'll be redirected to the reseller registration page which will take you
through to the members area. From there you can create your reseller links and download
your site and can start selling immediately.

 

To Your Success! Aaron Danker

Aaron Danker is an established internet marketer with over 15 years of online
experience. He provides innovative high level turn-key solutions and website installation
services for marketers. The Super Sales Machine is the result of years of knowledge and

experience all condensed into one powerful marketing system that any beginner and
expert can learn and profit from.

Click Here to Secure the Newbie Sales Machine
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